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Abstract: The outbreak of COVID-19 disease is an international public health concern. Therefore, the analysis of
information related to mortality and disability due to COVID-19 is considered important, so the present study was
designed and conducted with the aim of assessing COVID-19 Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) in Yazd. In Yazd
province, all suspected cases of COVID-19 that would be referred to central hospitals in order to get confirmed
through PCR or CT scan test, were recruited to our study. The fatality data of COVID-19 was gathered from the forensic medicine organization. The Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) combines in one measure years of life lost
(YLL), the loss of healthy life due to premature mortality and years of life lived with disability (YLD), the loss of healthy
life because of disease and disability. The total burden of COVID-19 was 23,472 years. The number of years lost
due to premature death was 23385 and the number of years of life with disability due to COVID-19 was estimated
to be 87 years. The disease burden was 12992 years for men and 10480 years for women. The overall incidence
of COVID-19 was 1411 per 100,000, of which 1419 in men and 1402 in women per 100,000. The outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic affected a large population and the residents of Yazd Province lost many years of their lives due
to this disease.
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Introduction
In December 2019, cases of an unknown
infectious disease were reported to the WHO
[1]. Research into the new known disease has
shown that it is caused by the Coronavirus family [2]. Since the old times, these viruses have
been able to cause colds and mild respiratory
infections [3], but in recent decades these
have been responsible for several major epidemics, including Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS), and Ebola [4].
On January 30, 2020, the Head of the WHO
announced that the outbreak of the disease
is an international public health concern. In
February, new pneumonia was named by the
WHO as COVID-19 [5].

Common symptoms of COVID-19 include fever,
chills, fatigue, dry cough, and shortness of
breath, which in some cases can lead to death
[2, 6]. The prevalence of this disease in the
world is reported to be between 31% and 1.8%
[7] and the mortality rate due to COVID-19 varies in different countries of the world and is
estimated between 1 to 7% [8]. Higher mortality occurs in people with underlying diseases
such as diabetes, hypertension, etc. but due
to the high prevalence of this disease [8], the
mortality rate is very significant as so far more
than three million people have died of COVID19 in the world [9].
According to studies, these complications becomes more severe one or two months after
COVID-19, so that in some cases a person is
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forced to multiple leaves from work and rest at
home [10, 11].
One of the most important indexes for assessing the extent of damage to a health’s disease
is the “disability-adjusted life years” (DALY).
This index calculates the number of years lost
due to premature death or non-fatal diseases.
It is used to calculate the “disease burden”. To
calculate the DALY, two indexes called “years
of life lost” (YLL) and “years lost to disability”
(YLD) were calculated and add together [12,
13].
Assessing the disability and mortality rate of a
disease is very important for the executive
planning and policy interventions in the field
of country’s health. In one study, the YLL index
for COVID-19 mortality was calculated in 81
countries, and the results showed that more
than 20.5 million years of life were lost worldwide due to COVID-19 and this result was
more in the age of less than 75 years [14]. In
another article in India, the DALY index for men
and women were estimated 15,924.24 and
8,699.32, respectively [10].
Assessments have shown that so far few studies have been conducted to estimate the burden indices of COVID-19 in Iran and the COVID19 DALY in Iran from January 2020 to January
2021 is estimated 973 per 100,000 [16] and
yet there are still new cases of the disease
every day. In addition, available information on
mortality and population health in all parts of
the world is scattered and inconsistent. Given
that more than 2 million people in Iran have
been infected with the disease and 70,000
people have died from the disease [9], study
of disease burden indexes such as DALY, YLL,
and YLD and a comparative description of the
COVID-19 burden and its damages and risk
factors provide important information for health policymakers. Therefore, the analysis of
information related to mortality and disability
due to COVID-19 is considered important,
so the present study was designed and conducted with the aim of assessing COVID-19
DALY in Yazd.

firmed through PCR or CT scan test. The data
have been recorded in the data registry. After
making the necessary arrangements, all data
included suspected and confirmed, recovered
cases and deaths due to COVID-19 became
available.
DALY (disability adjusted life years)
The DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life Years) are a
gap measure; they measure the gap between a
current situation and an ideal situation where
everyone lives up to the age of the standard life
expectancy, free from disease and disability
[15]. The DALY combines in one measure years
of life lost (YLL), the loss of healthy life due to
premature mortality and years of life lived with
disability (YLD), the loss of healthy life because
of disease and disability the following formula
is used to calculate it:
DALY = YLL + YLD.
Years of life lost (YLL)
To calculate the YLL indicator of DALY, the standard life table proposed by GBD 2010 was
used, and life expectancy at birth was considered to be 86.02. This table is applicable to
both women and men. One YLL is calculated as
follows:
YLL = ∑xNxCe(ra)/(β+r)2 [e -(β+r) (Lx+a) [-(β+r) (L x+a)-1]
- e -(β+r) a [-(β+r) a-1]]
● Nx = Number of deaths of COVID-19
● C = Age-weighting correction constant, C=
0.165
● r = Discount rate, r=0.03
● a = Age at death
● L x = Standard life expectancy at age a
● β = Age-weighting parameter, β=0.04

Materials and methods

Age weights give less weight to years lived at
young and older ages. In other word, age weight
give the most value to life lived as a young
adult. In this study, the number of deaths of
COVID-19 obtained from forensic medicine
organization.

Data source and data extraction

Years lived with disability (YLD)

All suspected cases of COVID-19 would be referred to central hospitals in order to get con-

The YLD component equals the number of incident cases of COVID-19 multiplied by the aver-
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age duration of COVID-19 disease multiplied by
disability weight of this disease (DW).
YLD = number of cases (∑Ix) * duration of the
disability (L x) * disability weight (DWx) (x is the
age and gender category).
In Yazd province, each suspicious or definite
person that was hospitalized due to acute
lower respiratory tract disease (pneumonia),
was recruited in this study.
Based on Mirzaee and et al study, the duration
of COVID-19 disease was considered 14 days;
(it is from infection to remission or death based on 85% of patients experiencing signs and
symptoms for 14 days).
Disability weight (DW) is a key variable for YLD
estimation. In this study, the DW was considered 0.14 based on Mirzaee and et al study
[11].
Total YLDs are the sum of the YLDs for each
sequel associated with the COVID-19.
We used the number of the population by age
and sex in Yazd province based on the reports
from the Statistical Center of Iran for 2016.
Result
The total burden of COVID-19 was 23,472
years (20.6 years per 1,000 people). The number of years lost due to premature death was
23385 (99.6% of the total burden) and the
number of years of life with disability due to
COVID-19 was estimated to be 87 years (0.4%
of the total burden).

Burdon of COVID-19 by sex
The number of years lost due to premature
death from COVID-19 was reported to be
12947 years in men and 10438 years in
women. In both sexes, after 15 years of age,
the amount of YLL increased with age, and in
all age groups except the age group of 0-4
years, the amount of YLL was estimated to be
higher in men than women.
The death cases from COVID-19 were 1,585, of
which 863 were men and 722 were women.
In both sexes, in the age group under 15, the
number of deaths was lower, but with increasing age in both sexes, the number of cases has
increased. In both sexes the number of deaths
was lowest in the age group under 15, but it
raised by age increment.
The overall incidence of COVID-19 was 1411
per 100,000 (1419 in men and 1402 in
women). In both sexes, the highest number of
cases of COVID-19 disease was reported in
the age group of 59-45 years, and in the age
groups of 14-5, 59-45 and 79-79 years, the
incidence was slightly higher in women than
men.
In both sexes, the highest number of cases of
COVID-19 was reported in 45-59 years. Meanwhile, the incidence rate was slightly higher in
women than men in 5-14; 45-59 and 70-79
age groups. More detail is showed in Table 1
and Figure 1.
Discussion

The number of years of life with disability was
estimated to be higher in men (45 years) than
women (42 years). In all age groups except the
age group of 30-44 years, both sexes had the
same number of years of life with the same
disability.

The results showed more than 48,000 people
were diagnosed with COVID-19, indicating
these people lost 23,000 years of their lives,
i.e., every 1,000 people lost 20 years of their
lives due to COVID-19. Various studies have
been conducted to estimate the COVID-19
burden in different countries, the results of
which indicated different statistics. In Uganda,
Iceland, Italy, Spain, the United States, and
China, years of life lost (YLLs) due to COVID-19
were estimated to be 9, 38, 53, 47, 40, and 33
years per 1,000 population, respectively [16].
These figures showed this virus could significantly impact on human life. However, these
estimates are updated daily and the current
figures are increasing. Considering different
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Burdon of COVID-19 by age subgroup
The overall burden of COVID-19 increased by
age after age 15. The disease burden was
12992 years for men (22.2 years per 1000
people) and 10480 years for women (19 years
per 1000 people). Between the ages of 5 and
70, the overall burden was higher in men than
in women.

Burden of severe COVID-19 in center of Iran
Table 1. Sex- and age-specific Incidence rate, YLLs, YLDs, and DALYs for COVID-19 patients in 2020
Age
Groups
Total

0-4
5-14
15-29
30-44
45-59
60-69
70-79
>80

Total cases Incidence rate per Case leading
of COVID-19 100000 Population
to Death
Male
8314
1419
863
Female
7747
1402
722
Both sexes
16061
1411
1585
Male
78
129
4
Female
72
124
7
Male
29
30
2
Female
35
38
1
Male
517
362
9
Female
449
332
6
Male
1871
1209
45
Female
1391
981
30
Male
1968
2391
144
Female
1941
2609
92
Male
1558
5678
177
Female
1428
5349
147
Male
1137
8173
199
Female
1279
8716
190
Male
1156
13703
283
Female
1152
12958
249
sex

Total Total
Total DALYs/1000
YLDs YLLs
DALYs population
45 12947 12992
22.2
42 10438 10480
19
87 23385 23472
20.6
0.4
123
123.4
2
0.4
215
215.4
3.7
0.2
60
60.2
0.6
0.2
30
30.2
0.3
2.8
258
260.8
1.8
2.4
172
174.4
1.3
10.1 1162 1172.1
7.6
7.4
780
787.4
5.5
10.5 3173 3183.5
38.7
10.4 1999 2009.4
27
8.4
3124 3132.4
114.2
7.6
2600 2607.6
97.6
6.1
2601 2607.1
187.4
6.8
2491 2497.8
170.2
6.2
2445 2451.2
290.6
6.2
2151 2157.2
242.6

ent study and revealed that
COVID-19 deaths could significantly affect the YLLs due to
this disease.

Figure 1. Total DALYs and DALYs per 100,000 individuals for COVID-19 according to age groups, Iran.

conditions such as healthcare infrastructure,
prevalence of chronic diseases, and age distribution in different countries, discrepancies in
the reported COVID-19 burden are inevitable.
Italy, as one of the European countries involved in the COVID-19 pandemic, estimated YLLs
as 2 years per 1,000 people by May 21, 2020.
More than 99% of the YLLs was due to premature death, particularly among the elderly [17].
These results were similar to those of the pres123

A study conducted on the
YLLs and premature death
due to COVID-19 in Fars
Province, Iran, indicated the
highest number of YLLs due
to COVID-19 occurred in the
age group of 60-70 years old
[18]. Most of the COVID-19
deaths occurring in older age
groups could be attributed
to physiological changes and
comorbidity with other underlying diseases.

Considering that elder people constitute a large portion of the population of countries such
as Italy, Greece, Germany, and Finland, these
countries highly suffered the pandemic, with
the highest number of YLLs due to this disease
[19].
Following the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, a report
published on the burden of this pandemic in
the Netherlands revealed that 5,800 years of
life were lost due to this disease (0.35 year per
Int J Mol Epidemiol Genet 2021;12(6):120-125
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1,000 people), which was less than the statistics reported for the COVID-19 pandemic [20].
A study on the burden of infectious diseases in
South Korea indicated respiratory diseases
caused a loss of 1.43 years of life per 1,000
people. Therefore, COVID-19 pandemic was
among the most influential diseases that
affected many years of life of different populations in the world [21].

[5]

[6]

Conclusion
The outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic affected
a large population and the residents of Yazd
Province lost many years of their lives due to
this disease. The highest number of YLLs due
to COVID-19 in the population aged over 60
years old could be due to comorbidity with
other chronic diseases such as diabetes.

[7]
[8]
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